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About This Game

NYCTOPHILIA

Nyctophilia is an 2D psychological thriller.

It's not about monsters. It's not about maniacs or magic. It's about bad things in your head.

You arrive to the house in the hope to forget something. Over time this place will become a scary place. House tells its own dark
story. Here past and present blend into each other, and you already can not understand difference between reality and illusion.

Only questions and no answers.

Nyctophilia - it is an experience concentrated on narrative that tells you story that might surprise you. Also this game has
unusual gameplay based on exploring the house and solving simple but interesting puzzles.

FEATURES

Weird and crazy dark story

Puzzles about different realities

Watch your condition. Don't forget about food and hygiene
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House tells its own story

Two endings. Each of them tells you one side of story

Music:

Gouldenberg https://gouldenberg.bandcamp.com

Nyctophiliac https://soundcloud.com/nycthropian

Nyctophilia from Latvia http://nyctophilia3.bandcamp.com

English Proofreading

Ashley Howard http://steamcommunity.com/id/seigagenesis
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Title: Nyctophilia
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
CAT IN JAR GAMES
Publisher:
CAT IN JAR GAMES
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

English,Russian
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Great job developers! I love this luxury condo. The little secrets are funny and fun to play. Please don't take anything away.
However, why is the Master bedroom nonfunctional? Open it up, and add a luxury bath. The lady behind the door can be added
as a shadow in the bedroom shower. (wink) Also, add a cute puppy and a hot maid.. Honestly just a great game, if you are into
puzzle solving and th eworld of fantasy and magic. You kinda only have 2 Abilities, one is truesight, helping you to solve the
puzzle, by seeing something, you normally wouldn't.
The other one ist made to teleport you and pull thing towards you, but if you use it on certain runes it restores things to how they
have been in the past.
Not the longest game, but worth it.. THE STORY IS TERRIBLE. IT GIVES YOU THEILLUSION THAT YOUR DESISIONS
WILL EFFECT THE WORLD BUT IN THE END IT TURNS OUT NOTHING YOU DID MATTERS MAKING THE
GRIND THROUGH THE BAD GAME PLAY POINTLESS. This is a pack of two games (Panzer Elite Action "Dunes of War"
and "Fields of Glory") with lots of potential but excuted poorly in several ways. First, the Tiger tanks are rendered without their
turrets in both games. I can't believe that wasn't caught in their quality checks. Second, the tank physics in several missions is
like more like a beach ball than a multi-ton armored vehicle. If a tank from your squad runs into you, your tank is bounced off
the ground or spun around like a beach ball. In one mission I was bounced into a mine field and blew up. In the D-Day mission,
the Sherman rolls over easily at the slightest slope of beach. Third, the tank treads are not animated. Let me also summarize
every mission: Shoot waves of enemy tanks. Expect anti-tank guns to ambush you around every corner. Find health. Find ammo.
Repeat endlessly. If you are looking for strategy or variation this is not your game. Gameplay gets really tedious, especially in
Dunes of War. It becomes a question of "Can I find health?" not "How can I out-think my enemy?" It's a shame really because
the graphics are not bad. The voice actors are pretty good. The historical vignettes with old movie footage are pretty good too.
Gameplay is OK. There are no on-screen instructions in Dunes of War so play Fields of Glory first so you learn the keyboard
commands. I am still looking for that magic, amazing, well-conceived tank game you can play over and over. This is not it.. I
bought this 2 years ago and recently put 200hrs into it so I've had my tenners worth, but I can't currently recommend it for new
purchasers at this stage of development as I have serious concerns that work on the PC version of this game is not going to
progress any further than it already has. I love the game compared to other fishing games on Steam but I have to be honest and
tell it like it is.

There have been zero new venues or content for a very long time on the PC version yet the developer seems very busy indeed
with his mobile version which is a cheaper buy. I'm currently awaiting a response from the developer on a number of questions
posed via the forum on his future plans for the PC game.

If I was a prospective buyer I would wait out and see what the developer comes up with for the PC version within the next few
months or go buy the cheaper android version if you must splash out now.

At this point in time, I certainly wouldn't be paying full price requested for an EA PC game which appears to have been "parked
up" over a long period of time now and that could be seen by some people as just a fund raiser for the mobile version.. Honestly,
I love the basic game, but the DLC feels like a "forced" extended campaign (I expected more insight after the ending instead)
and the balance of the new level 4 items is OFF entirely, they all have 1 charge per mission, which kills the rewarding feeling
you should have by obtaining them. Last but not least, level 3 items felt powerful but they become really rare due to this DLC, I
find myself prefering the old basic game rather than this. This game is one of the best games ive ever played. I have 144 hours
on steam and i never get tired of it, if you are new you should definately check it out :D
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Must buy if you wish to see more of the characters' cuteness. No regret...*collapsing from diabetes*. great game. mp works just
fine. I had this game before the golden age of Steam. Traded it in and it was lost to me forever, but then Steam gave it back to
me. Best RTS for big armies and building stupidly big bases with four wall thick defenses. But please nerf 8 barrelled cannons..
Lovely selection of ferries here. I would like it more though if you had included a Sydney ferry. Reccomend it :). Awesome! I
love the Swiss fighter jets!
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